Leg 25 from Cervo to Imperia
Total length

13,50Km

Hiking time

4h

Cumulative elevation gain

155 metres

Uphill percentage

39%

Downhill percentage

32%

Percentage of hike on natural earth

0%

Percentage of hike on asphalt

77.8%

Percentage of hike on paved surface

0%

Percentage of hike on other surface

0%

General description:
The leg between Cervo and Imperia Oneglia or Porto Maurizio follows a pleasant route, running mostly
along the coast, with a mild sunny exposure even during the winter months. The hike starts in the beautiful
hamlet of Cervo, and follows the entire coastline of gulf between Capo Berta on the West and Capo
Mimosa on the East, with wide views on the sea. The itinerary, that can be even biked, passes along the
recently restored and enhanced Marina of Porto Maurizio, before ending at the gates of Pigna (the old
centre) of Porto Maurizio.

Description of the itinerary:
The itinerary starts in the hamlet of Cervo, surmounted by the Clavesana Castle with the Ethnographic
Museum, which are worth a visit. Cervo has also a marvellous Church dedicated to S. Giovanni and known
as the “Coral fisher’s Church”. This is a beautiful example of Ligurian Baroque stile, like also the noble
palaces of the perched hamlet. The route continues towards San Bartolomeo al Mare, following via San
Nicola westwards and the main road Strada Steria for a short tract, before crossing the Cervo stream and
heading on Via dello Spuntone. At the crossroads take via XX Settembre, baring left. Turn left in Via Roma,
and take via Cesare Battisti. Follow this road entirely baring left until the square Piazza Rovere.

Take Via Traversa Dottor Fedele and follow it for circa 400 metre. At the crossroads with Via alla Rovere
turn right in via delle Rondine and cross the bridge onto Via Gombi di San Siro. Follow this road until Via
Torrente, following the San Pietro stream and via Argine for circa 600 metre, until the marina of Diano
Marina.
Cross Via Generale Ardoino, and walk in parallel with Corso Giuseppe Garibaldi, along the marina, before
taking Viale Torino. Continue circa 1.5 km along the coast and flank the promontory of Capo Berta on the
seaside, following the so called “unfinished” path. After circa 1 km take Spianata Borgo Peri from the
square Piazza Beri and reach the cargo harbour of Imperia Oneglia.

Continue along the cycle and walking path until the square Calata Cuneo. From here continue on Via del
Cantiere, Via Schiva and Via Sonnaz, crossing the bridge over the Impero Stream and heading on circa 1 km
westwards along the promenade Lungomare Vespucci.
Continue about 1 km on the promenade Lungomare Marinai d’Italia until Via Scarincio. Leave the coastline
to enter Porto Maurizio by following Corso Garibaldi first and then Via Vianelli. The itinerary ends at the
Duomo.

